
 



Leading Transformation 

The Organization as a System 

Business is a social activity. This is why the management of human-to-human relationships is crucial to 

business success. This e-book introduces a few important concepts and tools that leaders have 

effectively used to improve their chances of successfully executing critical business management 

activities. 

Golden Circle 

An important management concept is the “Golden Circle”. Created by Simon Sinek, this construct 

highlights the importance of establishing the “why” when change is needed. It presents a simple but 

powerful model for inspirational leadership -- starting with a golden circle and the question: "Why?" His 

examples include Apple, Martin Luther King Jr., and the Wright brothers. As you watch this video, think 

about what the “why” is for your organization. 

 

 

 

Leading vs. Managing 

A Manager ensures all the trains run on time. A Leader transforms the railroad company into a 

transportation service provider capable of moving people or things from any point “A” to any point “B” 

quickly for an attractive price point. That also illustrates the difference between “change management” 

and “change leadership”.  

These terms are not interchangeable. The distinction between the two is actually quite significant. 

Change management, which is the term most everyone uses, refers to a set of basic tools or structures 

intended to keep any change effort under control. The goal is often to minimize the distractions and 

impacts of the change. Change leadership, on the other hand, concerns the driving forces, visions, and 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/u4ZoJKF_VuA?feature=oembed


processes that fuel large-scale transformation. In this video, John Kotter discusses the difference 

between "change management" and "change leadership," and whether it's just a matter of semantics. 

 

 

8-Step Change Model 

Change is constant, change is accelerating and change is necessary to sustain business success. Firms fail 

when they cannot apply the appropriate urgency to marketplace relevant change. Change will often 

unveil a business opportunity that is expected to help the organization attain its mission goal. Referred 

to by John Kotter as the “Big Opportunity”, it can be the nexus in a “change or die” situation. Capturing 

the “Big Opportunity” is often the goal of internal project teams led by a central executive team that 

Kotter refers to as the “guiding coalition”. This coalition must have enough power to lead the necessary 

enterprise changes which, ideally, follow eight Kotter’s 8-Step Change Model. 

https://www.youtube.com/embed/2ssUnbrhf_U?feature=oembed


 

 

Digital transformation is also a cultural change. The key requirement for success is 
challenging the status quo and actively encouraging experimentation. Culturally, “fail forward and 
fail often” must be viewed as an acceptable path toward success. Since no organization operates in a 
vacuum, digital transformation also delivers important and lasting effects on how an organization 
interacts with its partners and the broader ecosystem. In a digital world, those interactions, more 
often than not, take the form of software application capabilities and functions. Since cloud 
computing is now a widely used operating model for virtually all organizations in every industry, 
cloud computing for digital transformation is now an essential element to every organization’s 
future. 
 
Digital Transformation Triangle 
 
To deliver real business or mission outcomes, three separate and distinct models need to be mastered: 

1. Economic model. It delivers value through increasing use of the operational expenditure, or 
OPEX, financial model. This transition minimizes the amount of financial capital needed to affect 
a given business model while simultaneously enabling customer service delivery models that 
guarantee a determinate amount of income for a specified operational expense. 

2. Operational model. It uses scalability, agility, flexibility, and availability as competitive 
advantages through the inherent design of these capabilities into the business or mission model. 

3. Technology service consumption model. It reduces the traditional technology usage model (a 
selection, acquisition, operation, and maintenance of information technologies process) and 
increases the use of the technology services consumption model (evaluation, consumption, 
reevaluation, and selective replacement process). 

 
As a digital transformation executive charged with leading a digital transformation, you will achieve 
professional success by evaluating multiple infrastructure options. Namely traditional datacenters, 
managed services providers (MSPs), or cloud service providers (CSPs), to meet your organization’s goals. 
Collectively referred to as hybrid IT, all these resource options transform the customer experience, 



internal operational processes, and the targeted business models. Summarizing, change leaders must 
deliver digital transformation using cloud computing while simultaneously maintaining, or even 
increasing, the expected financial and operational return on other organizational IT infrastructure 
investments—effectively creating a hybrid cloud computing model. 
 

 
 
Organizational Attributes 
 
A two-year study of teams at Google showed that the most important trait found in the highest-
performing teams was psychological safety.  This trait describes a belief across all team members that an 
individual would not be punished should they make a mistake. Other key dynamics identified in that 
study were: 
 

• Dependability: Can we count on each other to do high-quality work on time? 

• Structure & clarity: Are goals, roles, and execution plans on our team clear? 

• Meaning of work: Are we working on something that is personally important for each of us? 

• Impact of work: Do we fundamentally believe that the work we’re doing matters? 
 
This is why successful change management leaders must aggressively motivate changes while 
simultaneously providing psychological safety for all participants. 
 
Motivation 
 
Culture also greatly influences an organization's environment. By doing so, it has a major impact on its 
ability to successfully pursue long term plans. Leadership must be able to evaluate and understand the 
culture so that it can take appropriate actions for minimizing resistance and maximizing the probability 
of accomplishing its planned goals. Using organizational culture as a guide, a change leader can evaluate 
the expected resistance and select the appropriate mix of motivational tools (incentives) for the 
organization.  

https://rework.withgoogle.com/blog/five-keys-to-a-successful-google-team/


 



A cultural analysis is also a crucial input to the assemblage of the right teams for the right 
transformational tasks. These teams will form the informal network you need to empower your human 
capital in delivering broad-based action. 
 
Executing Change 
 
The DICE framework is used to assess the likely success of a digital transformation based on objective  
measures. It is also used to initiate and drive two-way conversations across multiple levels of an 
organization. Since change management is normally an important internal program, it's multiple 
components should be identified, tracked, and managed just like any other project. The framework can 
also highlight key execution challenges that should be discussed and addressed. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 


